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Abstract. In this note we consider the a posteriori error analysis of mixed finite element approxima-
tions to the Laplace eigenvalue problem based on local postprocessing. The estimator makes use of an
improved L2 approximation for the Raviart-Thomas (RT) and Brezzi-Douglas-Marini (BDM) finite ele-
ment methods. For the BDM method we also obtain improved eigenvalue convergence for postprocessed
eigenvalues. We verify the theoretical results in several numerical examples.

1 INTRODUCTION

The aim of this note is to discuss some remarks about the approximation of the eigensolutions of the
mixed Laplace problem: find λ ∈ R and u ∈ L2(Ω) with u 6= 0 such that for some σ ∈ H(div;Ω) it holds{

(σ,τ)+(divτ,u) = 0 ∀τ ∈ H(div;Ω)

(divσ,v) =−λ(u,v) ∀v ∈ L2(Ω).
(1)

As it is known, this corresponds to the Dirichlet eigenvalue problem for the Laplace, which in strong
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form reads as follows {
−∆u = λu in Ω

u = 0 on ∂Ω.

We assume that the reader is familiar with the characterization of the solution to compact symmetric
eigenvalue problems and to the classical Babuška–Osborn theory for their finite element approximation.
We refer to [5] for a summary, with particular reference to mixed problems.

We are interested in particular in a posteriori error estimates. Several error estimators for the mixed
approximation are known for the corresponding source problem, c.f. [1, 9, 7, 8, 11, 13], and in some
cases it has been observed how to generalize them to the eigenvalue problem. Residual a posteriori error
estimators for the mixed approximation of the Laplace eigenvalue problem have been studied in [6, 10],
and error estimators based on a local postprocessing are given in [3].

In [3] an error estimator was proposed based on the following two steps: first a local postprocessing
procedure was performed in the spirit of [14]; then, the postprocessed solution was averaged in order
to obtain a continuous reconstruction of the solution. It was proved that this procedure is effective in
the case when Raviart–Thomas (RT) elements are used for the approximation of the gradients. The
result relies on the estimation of a typical nonlinear term that arises when arguments valid for the source
problem are extended to the eigenvalue problem. In [3] it was shown that such nonlinear contribution is
a higher order term with respect to the a priori rate of convergence of the quantities of interest.

In [2] it was shown that the same result doesn’t apply to the case when Brezzi–Douglas–Marini (BDM)
elements are used for the approximation of the gradients. Actually, the nonlinear term has been shown
to converge at the same order as the other quantities of interest. This implies that the analysis that
was performed in [3] could not be extended to BDM spaces. This remark was the starting point of this
research that addresses the a posteriori error analysis for the problem under consideration when the BDM
scheme is used.

The eigenvalue problem associated with the Stokes problem was considered in [12] by using a stress-
velocity formulation related to linear elasticity. The finite element discretization is based on the Arnold–
Winther (AW) space for the approximation of the stresses which can be seen as a generalization of the
BDM space. For this reason, the results of [12] prove very useful in this context. More precisely, the
results translate almost verbatim to the approximation of the mixed Laplacian based on BDM finite
elements. It is then quite natural to compare the obtained results with the discussion in [3] and [2]. The
a posteriori estimator of [12] is based on the first step only: a local postprocessing procedure in the
spirit of [14]. Moreover, it provides in a natural way a postprocessed solution for the eigenvalues which
converges faster than the original one.

In this paper we recall the results of [3] for the RT scheme and we state the results of [12] applied to the
BDM scheme.
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2 SETTING OF THE PROBLEM

The approximation of (1) consists in choosing finite dimensional subspaces Uh ⊂ L2(Ω) and Σh ⊂
H(div;Ω) and to seek λh ∈ R and uh ∈Uh, with uh 6= 0 such that for some σh ∈ Σh it holds{

(σh,τ)+(divτ,uh) = 0 ∀τ ∈ Σh

(divσh,v) =−λh(uh,v) ∀v ∈Uh.
(2)

We are going to consider two possible schemes: the RT scheme and the BDM scheme.

We consider a polygonal or polyhedral Lipschitz domain Ω in Rd (d = 2,3) and a conforming trian-
gulation Th of shape regular triangles or tetrahedra. For k ≥ 0, in both cases the solution space will
be

Uh = {v ∈U : v|T ∈ Pk(T ) ∀T ∈ Th},
where Pk(T ) denotes the space of polynomials of degree not exceeding k.

In the case of the RT scheme we have

Σh = RTk = {τ ∈ H(div;Ω) : τ|T ∈ (Pk(T ))d⊕xP̃k(T ) ∀T ∈ Th},

where P̃k(T ) is the space of homogeneous polynomials of degree k.

For the BDM scheme we have

Σh = BDMk+1 = {τ ∈ Σ : τ|T ∈ Pk+1(T ) ∀T ∈ Th}.

For ease of presentation, we consider a simple eigenvalue λ with the corresponding eigenfunction u, and
assume that the eigenfunctions are normalized, such that ‖u‖0 = ‖uh‖0 = 1. It is well known that our
choice of spaces provides a stable and convergence approximation so that for each h there exists λh and
uh converging to λ and u. Moreover, the system (2) gives a unique σh corresponding to uh and it holds
that σh converges to σ = ∇u.

Since Ω is a polytope, standard regularity results guarantee that the eigenfunction u belongs to H1+s(Ω),
for some s > 1/2 and σ belongs to Hs(Ω)∩H(div;Ω).

Then, in the case of the RT scheme, the following a priori estimates are satisfied (k ≥ 0)

|λ−λh| ≤Ch2r|u|1+r

‖u−uh‖0 ≤Chr|u|1+r

‖σ−σh‖0 ≤Chr|u|1+r,

with r = min(s,k+1).

When the BDM scheme is used, the effect of a larger space Σh is that the previous estimates become
unbalanced. The convergence for σ−σh is higher than the other terms and the eigenvalue convergence
does not take any advantage by the fact that we are using a richer approximation:

|λ−λh| ≤Ch2r|u|1+r

‖u−uh‖0 ≤Chr|u|1+r

‖σ−σh‖0 ≤Chr′ |u|1+r′ ,

where r = min(s,k+1) as before and r′ = min(s,k+2). If the solution is smooth enough, then r′ = r+1.
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3 THE POSTPROCESSING TECHNIQUE

For k ≥ 0 and `≥ 1 we consider the space

U∗h = {v ∈ L2(Ω) : v|T ∈ Pk+`(T ) ∀T ∈ Th}.

The local postprocessing of the eigenfunction uh ∈Uh can be performed along the lines of [13, 14] as
follows: find u∗h ∈U∗h such that{

Phu∗h = uh

(∇u∗h,∇v)T = (σh,∇v) ∀v ∈ (I−Ph)U∗h |T ∀T ∈ Th,

where Ph denotes the L2(Ω)-projection onto Uh, I is the identity operator, and σh is the component of the
solution associated with uh.

A variational formulation of the construction of u∗h is obtained, for instance, by solving the following
local problem for all T in Th: find u∗h ∈U∗h |T and zh ∈Uh|T such that{

(∇u∗h,∇v)+(zh,v) = (σh,∇v) ∀v ∈U∗h |T
(u∗h,w) = (uh,w) ∀w ∈Uh|T .

The choice of ` depends on the scheme that we are using: in the case of the RT scheme we take ` = 1
and in the case of BDM we choose `= 2. This is compatible with the fact that the postprocessed solution
should be mimicking σh and in the case of the BDM approximation, as explained before, we have a
higher rate of convergence for the variable approximating ∇u.

3.1 Postprocessing of the eigenvalue for the BDM scheme

The motivation for the eigenvalue postprocessing is related to the aforementioned imbalance of the eigen-
function errors. The identity [10, Lemma 3.2] for the eigenvalue and eigenfunction errors

λ−λh = ‖σ−σh‖2
0−λh‖u−uh‖2

0 (3)

shows that the convergence of the eigenvalues is limited by the L2 convergence of the eigenfunctions.
Hence, we may improve the eigenvalue convergence by a postprocessing of both the eigenfunction uh
and the eigenvalue λh.

It can be easily seen that the eigenvalues λh of (2) are related to uh and σh by the following relation which
resembles the Rayleigh quotient

λh =−
(divσh,uh)

‖uh‖2
0

.

Following [12, Def. 4.2] it is then natural to define a postprocessed eigenvalue by replacing uh with the
postprocessed solution u∗h

λ
∗
h =−

(divσh,u∗h)
‖u∗h‖2

0
.
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It turns out that the postprocessed eigenvalue satisfies the following bound

|λ−λ
∗
h| ≤C

(
‖σ−σh‖2

0 +‖u−u∗h‖2
0 +‖div(σ−σh)‖0‖u−u∗h‖0 + |λ−λ

∗
h|2
)
,

that can be obtained in the same way as in [12, Thm. 4.3]. This implies the following superconvergence
result if the solution is smooth enough.
Theorem 1. Let u be in Hk+2(Ω) and σ in Hk+2(Ω), then the following estimate is valid

|λ−λ
∗
h| ≤Ch2(k+2)(‖u‖k+2 +‖σ‖k+2).

3.2 Error estimator for the RT scheme

The error estimator in the case of the RT is obtained in [3] by performing a further postprocessing of
the function u∗h. It consists in a standard averaging technique that returns a function u∗∗h in H1

0 (Ω). More
precisely, using Oswald interpolation, it is possible to define u∗∗h in the space

U∗∗h = {v ∈ H1
0 (Ω) : v|T ∈ Pk+1(T ) ∀T ∈ Th}

satisfying
‖∇u−∇u∗∗h ‖0 ≤Chr‖u‖1+r

with r = min(s,k+1).

A natural error estimator can then be defined as

ηRT (T ) = ‖∇u∗∗h −σh‖0,T , T ∈ Th,

ηRT = ‖∇u∗∗h −σh‖0.

The following local efficiency and global reliability results (up to a higher terms) is proved in [3].
Theorem 2. Let λ be a simple eigenvalue of (1) and (u,σ) the associated eigenfunction. Let λh be the
corresponding discrete eigenvalue of (1) and (uh,σh) converging to (u,σ) when the RT scheme is used.

Then the following local efficiency holds true for all elements T of the triangulation Th

ηRT (T )≤ ‖∇u−∇u∗∗h ‖0,T +‖σ−σh‖0,T .

Moreover, the following global reliability is satisfied

‖∇u−∇u∗∗h ‖2
0 +‖σ−σh‖2

0 ≤ η
2
RT +hot(h)

with
hot(h) = 2‖u−u∗∗h ‖0‖λu−λhuh‖0.

The previous theorem has the merit of providing an a posteriori analysis with explicit constants equal to
one in the efficiency and reliability bounds. It could be extended to the BDM scheme as well, but in this
case the term hot(t) is not of higher order. Numerical experiments in [2] show that indeed it is of the
same order as the estimator.

By using the identity (3) and the previous theorem, we easily obtain the following reliability result for
the error in the eigenvalue when a slightly modified error estimator is used.
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Corollary 1 (reliability for the error in the eigenvalue). Under the same hypotheses of the previous
theorem, for h small enough it holds

|λ−λh| ≤ η̃
2
RT +hot(h)

with

η̃
2
RT := η

2
RT +2λh‖u∗∗h −uh‖2

0, hot(h) := 2λh‖u−u∗∗h ‖2
0 +2‖u−u∗∗h ‖0‖λu−λhuh‖0.

In the next subsection we show how the estimator introduced in [12] for the Stokes eigenproblem can be
used for the BDM scheme applied to (2).

3.3 Error estimator for the BDM scheme

For the BDM scheme we define the following error indicator which is based on the postprocessed eigen-
value λ∗h and eigenfunction u∗h without the need of any additional regularizations

η
2
BDM = ∑

T∈Th

‖∇u∗h−σh‖2
0,T + ∑

T∈Th

h2
T‖λ∗hu∗h +divσh‖2

0,T + ∑
E∈Eh

h−1
E ‖Ju∗hK‖2

0,E .

We now state some reliability and efficiency theorems that are obtained analogously to what has been
done in [12]. We don’t repeat the proofs, but we give reference to the corresponding results in [12] from
which the proofs can be obtained with natural modifications.
Theorem 3 (reliability for the error in the eigenfunction: corresponding to [12, Thm. 5.3]). Let λ be a
simple eigenvalue of (1) and (u,σ) the associated eigenfunction. Let λh be the corresponding discrete
eigenvalue of (1) and (uh,σh) converging to (u,σ) when the BDM scheme is used. Then the following
estimate holds true

‖σ−σh‖0 +

(
∑

T∈Th

‖∇(u−u∗h)‖2
0,T

)1/2

≤C (ηBDM +hot1(h)+hot2(h))

with

hot1(h) =

(
∑

T∈Th

h2
T‖λu−λ

∗
hu∗h‖2

0,T

)1/2

, hot2(h) = λh‖u−u∗h‖0 + |λ−λh|.

From [14, Thm 2.2] we have for the postprocessing of the BDM scheme applied to the associated source
problem with source term f = λu satisfies the following bound

‖u−u∗h‖0 ≤
{

Ch1+r′(|σ|r′+ |u|1+r′) for k ≥ 1
Ch2(|σ|2 + |u|2) for k = 0.

One can show that the same estimates hold true also for the eigenvalue problem. Hence, hot1(h) is of
higher order O(h1+r′) for all k ≥ 0. For the second term hot2(h) one has to distinguish two cases: for
k ≥ 1, hot2(h) is of higher order O(h1+r′), while for k = 0 it is of the same order O(h2). However, ηBDM

can still be used as a posteriori error estimator for k = 0 in practice, as demonstrated in the numerical
examples of Section 4.
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Figure 1: Convergence of the BDM postprocessed eigenvalues (left) and eigenfunctions (right) on the unit square

Theorem 4 (reliability for the error in the eigenvalue: corresponding to [12, Thm. 5.4]). Under the same
hypotheses of the previous theorem, for h small enough it holds

|λ−λ
∗
h| ≤C

(
η

2
BDM +(hot1(h)+hot2(h))2) .

Theorem 5 (efficiency: corresponding to [12, Thm. 5.5]). Under the same assumptions as in the previous
theorem, the following bound is valid

ηBDM ≤C

(
‖σ−σh‖0 +

(
∑

T∈Th

‖∇(u−u∗h)‖2
T,0

)1/2

+h(|λ−λh|+λh‖u−uh‖0 + |λ−λ
∗
h|+λ

∗
h‖u−u∗h‖0)

)
.

Note that while reliability holds for any u∗h ∈U∗h , k ≥ 1, efficiency holds only for convex domains with
sufficiently smooth solutions. However, as we will demonstrate in the next section, efficiency also holds
numerically in the case of singular eigenfunctions for graded meshes generated by an adaptive algorithm.

4 NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS

This section is devoted to several numerical experiments using uniform and adaptive h-refinements of
triangular meshes for two-dimensional domains. The solution of problem (2) is computed with RT and
BDM elements of order k = 0 and k = 1.

4.1 Unit square

As first example we consider the unit square Ω = (0,1)2. The first eigenvalue λ = 2π2 is known to be
simple and the corresponding eigenfunction (L2-normalized to 1) reads u(x) = 2sin(πx1)sin(πx2). In
Figure 1 we verify the higher order convergence of the postprocessed eigenvalues λ∗h and eigenfunctions
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Figure 2: Convergence of eigenvalues and estimators for BDM (left) and RT (right) on the unit square
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Figure 3: Convergence of eigenvalues and estimators for BDM (left) and RT (right) on the L-shaped domain

u∗h for the BDM scheme. Note that for uniform refinement O(h) = O(N−1/2), where N := dim(Σh)+
dim(Uh) denotes the number of degrees of freedom. Hence, we observe O(h2(k+2)) convergence of the
postprocessed eigenvalues λ∗h as predicted by the theory. For the postprocessed eigenfunctions u∗h we
observe O(hk+2) convergence in the H1-norm, and for k = 1, O(hk+3) convergence in the L2-norm. Note
that in the case k = 0, the convergence of u∗h in the L2-norm is only of order O(h2) as predicted by the
theory.

In Figure 2 we demonstrate the reliability and efficiency of η2
BDM and η̃2

RT for k = 0,1 and the eigenvalue
error. Due to the improved eigenvalue convergence, the BDM scheme yields faster convergence for the
same index k as the RT scheme. The estimator η2

BDM shows to be reliable and efficient also in the case
k = 0.
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4.2 L-shaped domain

The first eigenvalue for the L-shaped domain Ω=(−1,1)2\([0,1]×[−1,0]) reads λ≈ 9.6397238440219,
where all but the last two digits have been proven to be correct [4]. Since the corresponding eigenfunc-
tion is singular, we observe suboptimal convergence rates of O(N−2/3) for uniform meshes in Figure 3.
We can improve the order of convergence using an adaptive finite element scheme. We consider the
standard algorithm with the steps solve, estimate, mark and refine. We employ a direct solver to solve
the saddle point systems, the bulk marking strategy with bulk parameter θ = 1/2, and the red-green-blue
refinement strategy. The estimators η2

BDM and η̃2
RT prove to be reliable and efficient for the eigenvalue

error on adaptively refined meshes. Moreover, we observe optimal orders of convergence O(N−(k+2)) for
the BDM adaptive scheme with postprocessed eigenvalues and O(N−(k+1)) for the RT adaptive scheme.
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